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In Chapter 6 we explored the multiple forms of oppression to which \^/omen
in most societies have been historically subjected. Here, we chart the course of
some of the struggles by the women's movement to improve their situation,
giving special emphasis to those that have assumed a global dimension. There
is a growing literature on the far more numerous local actions by women's
groups in ever more countries, including those based in the developing world
and you can read about these struggles in books such as those edited by Basu
(1995) and Asfah (1996).

As we mentioned in Chapter 6, women became involved in political cam-
paigns during the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth centuries,
including attempts to secure international peace. For the most part this first
wave of feminist struggle can be regarded as an attempt to secure for women the
same liberal freedoms and opportunities as those already available to men.
Second-wave feminism from the late 1960s was much more radical. It led many
.Í^/omen to conclude that they had every right to challenge and re-construct the
patriarchal world. As Enloe (7989:17) suggests 'the world is something that has
been made; therefore, it can be remade'.
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HISTORICAL CHALLENGES

The history of non-violent collective action by women remains to be
explored. However, there is evidence that it was not unknown for
take the lead in actions such as street demonstrations against high food
during ancient and medieval times or even to use group singing and danci
a vehicle for expressing discontent (Carroll 1989). Certainly, from the late
teenth cgntury onwards, M/omen increasingly made important and somďi
initiating contributions to revolutionary protest - as in the case of the
against the monarchy during the summer and autumn oÍ 7789 in Francg
times they also resisted slavery in the USA, reacted against colonialism
joined or led strikes. Women agitated for better working conditions in f
and textile mills across the world from Lancashire in the UK to the citi
North America and Tsarist Russia (pp. a-9).

.ft ófu&nii.Ň.W.a.La&&6|e4.?:gfu.oVĚňť.lfu
At first sight gender relationships appear to have little intrinsic relevance to
workings of the world order. Yet further analysis soon reveals a d
picture. Indeed, according to Enloe (7989:7) it is gender relations that
make ,the wďrld go round,. Thus, governments need more than secrecÍ
intelligence agencies in their conduct of foreign affairs. They also rely on pri
relationships; they need wives who are willing to provide their di
husbands with social and entertainment services so those men can
trusting relationships with other diplomatic husbands. The 'comfort rr
provided to ]apanese soldiers in the Second World War and the toleratim
women providing sexual services to US servicemen, also show how manlv
have to be reinforced by the military authorities. In short, governments
formal recognition of their sovereignty; they also depend on ideas
masculinized dignity and feminized sacrifice to sustain their sense
autonomous nationhood (Enloe 7989: 796-7\.

Enloe provides several additional examples concerning the weighty
bution armies of women make to global political and economic life - ones
are obscured by the accepted notions of feminized and masculinized roles:

l. Behind the mainly male officials and leaders who decide national and i
national affairs lie countless female secretaries, personal assistants,
middle-level personnel who provide everyday continuiý and maintairn
detailed, routine transactions without which the males would be im

2. As a leading sector in the global economý the success of tourism
hinges upon huge numbers of badly paid female employees such as
chambermaids, waitresses, barmaids, airline hostesses, tour guides,
employees engaged in food preparation and women who provide
services for tourists.

3. Women's crucial roles at every link in the commodity chains that
together the global system of food production and consumption often,
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unacknowledged. At one end of the food chain are the unpaid wives
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gron' subsistence aops to feed their famities on locar plots *-hile their
husbands migrate to work on distant commerciar farms ibr lorv *.ages or
those women employed as occasional seasonar farm n orkers on large plan-
tations. somewhere in the middre are those working on piece rates in food
factories perhaps cleaning and packing vegetables oř r*ii. Yet further along
the chain there are the women who woik uš ,.,p"...,u.ket checkout assistants
selling the final products. Finaily, it is the *oild,s housewives who mainly
assume the role of consumers.

We can add that M/omen also play a central
reproduction in childrearing, child care and
adults for the marketplace.

role in social and biological
later preparation of young

In many situations \ /omen face more constraints than men when they engage in
social movements. Moreover, involvement in social protests often becomes
progressively more difficult for women as actions *ó.," u*uy from specific
localities and contexts. There are several reasons for this dual state of affairs:

1. In many societies 
1:*-"" 

are less likely to have easy access to money and
land, they are more likely to live in povérty and tend io be less well educated
than men. They are. also more likeiy to uá tlea down by customary obliga-
tiops and daily routines that bind them to a host of domástic and producňe
services of an intrinsically local and fixed kind.

2. Patriarchal social relations reduce women's capaciý for autonomy and
render them vulnerable and dependent. In some so.reiies they may even be
prohibited from participating in any kind of public activiý without their
husband,s permission, including the exercise oívoting rights or the ability to
pursue outside employment, and may be virtually cňrlňea to the domestic
compound.

3. All of these eventualities curtail freedom of movement. Unless protests are
highly local in orientation and are not perceived as offering some kind of
threat to established male rights 

-o*".i, 
participation *uy"b" difficult and

dangerous.

4' Especially in the case of \ /omen in the south, when they do join protests,
these are rarely concerned solely with feminist issues. Ráther, their actions
are likely to be intertwined either with wider struggles against oppression
such as nationalist movements for indepenaěňce ňa tn" demand
for democratization (Basu 1995: 9_11) or with environmental threats or
peace issues.

5' As the numbers of women engaged in various kinds of protests worldwide
rapidly increased, divisions quickry emerged or soon intensified. of course,
these differences can also be viewed as a rich source of diversity offering
opporfunities for the exchange of ideas and experiences. Yet therels g",''".u.Í
agreement that they arso inhibited progress iowards greater worlJ unity
particularly in the decade from 7975 to 19gs and probab-rv bevond.
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The main overlapping sources of difference are outlined in Table 77.7.8y the
mid-1980s, these divisions, especially those defined by racial, historical and
North-South differences, \ /ere on the way to being overcome. All of the
following helped to heal earlier wounds:

* greater personal familiarity through contacts established at conferences and
other venues

& more humiliý by western feminists regarding their assumed right to define
the terms of the global struggle against patriarchy

tŮ a rea|ization that global trust and co-operation required a willingness to
respect the autonomy of each country's movement.

National differences arise in a number of respects. For example, during the
1970s in countries such as Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Vietnam, many tvomen
\^/ere caught up in national liberation struggles against colonial or foreign domi-
nation. Many Southern \ /omen in other countries had shared similar experi-
ences during earlier anti-colonial struggles. In these situations, men experienced
oppression just as much as \ťomen. The need for unity in struggle persuaded
many Southern \ /omen to assign gender issues a second-order priority.

Similarly, US and European feminists might have sound reasons for
demanding abortion rights for all western women or campaigning against the
sexual exploitation of women through mbdia trivialization, beauty shows or
pornography. But Southern feminists might have quite different priorities.
Here, we might include such problems as repressive forms of state birth
control that bear down most heavily against the poorest groups; incidents of
rape by police and other state officials committed against those within their
jurisdiction; or the widespread death of young wives linked to pressure from
in-laws for dowry payments after marriage as in India - the so-called dowry
deaths (Kumar 1995).

It would be misleading to suppose that Southern \ /omen were not aware of
the endemic gender inequalities they faced within their societies or that they
r /ere prepared to completely submerge such concerns in the interests of national
uniý. The desire to tackle such issues was merely postponed' Rather, the way in
which \Momen in poor countries differ most from their Northern counterparts
lies more in their realization that patriarchy is an aspect of inequality that has to
be confronted alongside other injustices: all forms of inequality need to be
tackled simultaneously as part of íhe same struggle. In any iu'u, 

'oon 
a profu-

sion of Southern groups were finding ways to express their own concerns both
at national and regional levels.

By the early 1990s it was evident that these streams feeding into the global
flow of \ /omen's struggles were becoming stronger and more diverse. More-
over, those contributing to this flow were more and more interested in partic-
ipating in worldwide as well as purely local feminist debates. What helped to
make this easier for Southern \ /omen was precisely the fact that they had
previously worked to carve out their own areas of independence (Miles 1996:
57-60).



Table 17.1 Diverging goals and interests in women's movements,

Main reason for
division

Key concerns and
goals

Main sources oÍ
support

1960-90

Preferred type of
organization

ENALLENGi

l . Liberal versus more
Radical, second-wave
feminists
(from the late 1960s)

l l .  Establ ished
mainstreamers workino
in lGOs versus an
emergent more
disengaged group
(from the early 1970s)

l l l .  Ris ing Southern
women's groups
versus those with a
western membership
as in I and l l
(from the mid-1970s)

Liberals: pushed for
equal citizen rights at
state level and tried
to raise the status
of women at UN
and other lGOs.
Not trying to change
women's wider
conditions

New-wave feminism:
wished to remove all
forms oÍ ma|e
oppression including
in domestic |iÍe.
Ce|ebrated Íema|e
strengths and values

Mainstreamers worked
to extend state and UN
awareness oÍ women's
needs mostly in
'traditional' areas such
as health, food and
education. Also worked
to increase knowledge
oÍ gender re|ations at
UN

Outsiders: more
Íocused on specific
issues l inked to a wider
feminist agenda such as
male violence against
women, prostitution ano
the right to choose one's
sexual orientation

Concerned with the
limited benefits of
economic development
Íor poor Women. Carving
out own versions oÍ
feminism reÍ|ecting Ioca|
not western needs.
Some rifts with Northern
women over their alleged
ignorance oÍ South and
racist paternalism

Mainly oldel educated,
middle-class western
women. some were
involved in pre-Second
World War peace
movements and worked
for equal recognition for
women in the 1948 UN
Declaration of Human
Rights
A younger generation,
reflecting the broader
class base of educational
attainment. Inf luenced
by 1960s' idea that
politics is personal

As above

Mostly western women
as above, but beginning
to include flows of
educated women from
the South and/or those
previously involved in
struggles for national
indeoendence

Despite disputes with
Northern women, from
rather similar backgrounds;
privileged, educated,
academic, middle class.
Not always representative
of the interests of poor
rural and urban groups
though trying to bridge
this class gap

Prepared to work
within conservative.
male-dominated state
institutions or lGOs
and through global
networks of é|ite
women. Sought
change through
personal influence

On stream from late
1960s. Sought chanEe
through a broad
spectrum of activities
including own media
publications, researcrr.
and independent
Íorums
Lobbied states and
key UN agencies
via consultative
status (right to
observe and submit
stateme(ts at some
UN forums and othe.
lGOs). Also worked
through the UN
Commission on the
Status oÍ Women
Exercised pressure
mainly outside formai
institutions especially
via networking and
own separate groups.
Preferred co-operative
and non-hierarchical
organlzations and
direct l inks with
grass-roots
Linklng to more radical
western networks bu'r
also forming own
regional and global
groups; for example.
Development
Alternatives with
Women for a New Era
(DAWN), launched
in ' l 984 by Southern
activists from Asia,
Africa and Latin
America. Partly
dependent on financ,a
assistance from Nod'

Sources: Bystdzienski (1992); Stienstra (1994); Miles (1996)
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Several significant changes and tendencies boosted the rising volume of effec-

tive women's movements from the 1970s and gradually contributed to greater

unity and mutual understanding. we outline these changes and then discuss

each in more detail:

* the UN and the activities of the older generation of liberal feminists who

worked within its institutions helped to create a framework for increased

networking

& the women's movement worldwide was invigorated both by the rise of

second-wave radical feminism, mainly in the North, and the women's grouPs

emerging in the South

* \^/omen worked to create their own autonomous facilities for representing

women's views and achieving effective communications'

The UN framework Íor networking
Despite their conservatism, the work carried out by the older, more privileged

genóration of liberal feminists and those operating within mainstream 8overn-
írents and IGos began to bear fruit' Partly because of earlier contributions to

the peace process during and after the First World War international women's

g,o.,p, were able to influence global afÍairs especially through the auspices of

řt.'" ÚN from 1945 onwards. Thus, the UN Charter oÍ 7945 specifically referred

to the equal eligibility of women to participate in all uN debates and organiza-

tions' It also gňnted consultative Status to the representatives of qeveral inter-

national women's organizations; the right to attend certain uN sessions and to

submit documentation. Further, it set up the Commission on the status of

Women to consider the special needs of \ďomen worldwide (Stienstra 1994:

75-86).In addition, the 194-8 UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights clearly

stated that entitlement to such rights could not be denied on any grounds,

including sex.
In the view of many radical feminists these gains did not go nearly far

enough towards meeting \ /omen's real needs. Nevertheless, they provided a

olatfJrm from which thďinfluential mainstreamers and liberals could make the

case for additional changes while continuing to infiltrate male-dominated insti-

tutions. such pressures along with the rising tide of women's discontent associ-

ated with second-wave feminism created a powerful momentum for further

change led by the uN. The result was the 7975-85 UN Decade for women built

primárily aňund three conferences, although others \^/ere organized both

during and after these years (see Box 17.2).

In ňme respects the d.irect results of these three conferences have been meagre.

As we have also seen, the first two conferences rn1975 and 1980 exposed certain

divisions among women from different world regions and cultural backgrounds

although some reconciliation was later achieved. Moreover, many of the more

radicařfeminists preferred to work through their own grass-roots organizations

largely outside these official forums until the mid-1980s. Nevertheless, the uN

Decade 'was a watershed both for placing \^/omen on the international intergov-

ernmental agenda and for facilitating women's co-operation' (Friedman 1995:23)'
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Second-wave and Southern feminism
Second-wave feminism sought nothing less than a root and branch attack on
patriarchy; a rejection of male pretensions to superiority in all spheres and not
simply at the level of formal institutions. Thus, the focus of its critique and chal-
lenge was much more comprehensive than anything offered by earlier feminist
ideas. A1l of this created a sense of intellectual and moral coherence, which some
people might fear but few could ignore. The impetus generated led new-wave
feminists to explore many neÝV avenues with energy and confidence. They
sought to invade or seek alliances with all previously male-dominated organi-
zation including NGOs, trade unions, churches and religious bodies, sports and
arts organizations, local and national politics, the professions (especially health,
medicine, law) and all knowledge-creating centres such as universities.

Women's groups in the developing countries increasingly joined second-
wave feminists. Among the issues included in this widening agenda were the
following:

* sex tourism and prostitution across the world

* all forms of public and private violence against \ďomen

the need to persuade governments and the UN to accept that women's rights
must be incorporated firmly within the human rights agenda. The issue of
women's rights is one of human rights

the often adverse working conditions experienced by a the growing number of
\ /omen worldwide employed in export-processing manufacturing industries

the need to urgently re-think the development aims and priorities promoted
both by states in developing countries and powerful IGOs such as the IMF
and the World Bank.

Women representing themselves: independent communications
From 1975 onwards women's groups challenged the male-owned and male-
oriented world media industries. They knew that how \ /omen and their
needs are represented - or perhaps misrepresented and trivialized - in the
media was critical to any attempt to assert autonomy and counter patriarchy.
For example, during the7970s,less than two per cent of the items included in
world ne\ /s programmes were about \ /omen or related to their needs (Byerly

7995:106).
The first communications network to be established was the International

Women's Information and Communication Service (ISIS). In addition to
providing a direct channel of international communication between affiliated
groups, it also amassed knowledge of interest to women and offered technical
training in media skills. Its first task was to publish the proceedings of the
International Tribunal on Crimes against Women held in Brussels in 7976.
Later, it began to publish various women's journals, among other things. A

similar organization, the International Women's Tribune Centre (IWTC), was
founded in 7976.It publishes in several languages and aims to be accessible
even to poor, semi-literate \ /omen (Stienstra 1994: 103-5). In the early 1990s
IWTC provided communication and technical services to groups in 160 coun-
tries (Miles 7996: 777).

*
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With UNESCO assistance, feminists also set up their ov/n press service in
7978, the Women's Feature Service (WFS). Eventually, various governmentsu
international media organizations and subscribers from eighty countries turnď
the WFS into a permanent organization based in New Delhi. It supplies
programmes and articles on a range of topics relevant to M/omen including tfu
environment, social customs, health and politics. Demand worldwide, but espe.
cially in Latin America, has continued to expand (Byerly 1995). since the 197cls,
feminists have also set up study and research centres with educational courses
specifically designed to promote an independent perspective. They have also
founded women's publishing houses and organized global events in the arts
including theatre, music, dance and crafts.

UNIFICATION IN THE FACE OF COMMON PROBLEMS

Increasingly, women have realized that they face common problems. This has
encouraged some women's groups to sink their differencei and seek various
forms of collaboration designed to influence governments, IGOs and other
powerful élite institutions. What are these common difficulties?

Environmental degradatlon
There is growing evidence of global environmental devastation Some aspects ď
which are briefly explored in Chapter 18. Some eco-feminists such as Shir"a
(1989) have argued that women share a much greater affinity to nature than men
and so are more disposed to protect the natural world. They also believe that the
burdens of environmentally destructive commercial development projecb
pushed by governments in the developing countries tend to fall disproportioř
ately on women. fackson (7993:405), while expressing caution at the generail
argument, suggests that:

[The] impact of environmental degradation is often greater on \^/omen because ď
the over-representation of female headed households among the poor, and becausre
of gender divisions of labour within households which allocate work such as fire.
wood and water collection to women, precisely tasks which become much mors
difficult \ /ith deforestation and falling water tables.

ReIigious Íundamentalism
Another unifying threat during the last decade or more has been the resurgence
of various forms of religious fundamentalism and right-wing thinking, the hr-o
often being synchronized. These have appeared in countries as different, fcr
example, as the USA, India, some Muslim countries especially in the Midďe
East, Israel and parts of the former Soviet Union. In the USA, right-wing relř
gious fundamentalism has played a leading role in the movement to reverse the
trend whereby many \ /omen increasingly seek personal fulfilment and relatir-e
autonomy through careers instead of choosing to remain tied predominantlr-to
the home. opposition, sometimes violent, by ,pro-life, groups in the face ď
women's desire to control their own bodies through legalized abortion rights
has figured prominently in these campaigns. The desire to restore fundamen-

l
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talist religious values and social practices is associated with the fear that any
real increase in women's freedom of choice and action will undermine the foun-
dations of tradition, religion, morality and, it could be argued, male control.
Women as the homemakers and childrearers have cemented the main links
between respect for a deiý and the upholding of religious belief, on the one
hand, and the reproduction of society's moral codes from one generation to
another, on the other. Because this leads fundamentalists to regard \ /omen as
both embodying and preserving all that is most sacred and valued in society,
they have often insisted on ruthlessly conserving or reinstating women's tradi-
tional positions.

India offers an interesting example of the dilemmas faced by women's move-
ments for change. Although there has been a resurgence of Hindu fundamen-
talism, India is usually and rightly respected as a tolerant country with a
cherished regard for the pursuit of democracy and with a long history of social
reform and modernization. Howevel even before the recent rise of religious
fundamentalism, governments found it difficult to tolerate or encourage the
extension of some constitutional freedoms to \ /omen and family life. Thus, the
Indian constitution allows governments to intervene in order to prevent
discrimination against members of certain lower castes - the latter a legacy of
long-established customary practices. However, it does not permit such state
interference in customary law where this relates to family life and the domestic
position of women (Jaising 1995; Kumar 7995). This state of affairs, in turn,
has led women's movements in India to politicize the private realm of
husband-wife relations, marriage and family life.

One of the many difficulties that feminists have with fundamentalist reli-
gious arguments is that it is not easy to square the contradiction between the
supposedly pivotal and elevated position held by women with the frequent
evidence of experiences of powerlessness and sometimes abuse at the hands of
male kinsmen, husbands and patriarchal institutions. Is the latter really so neces-
sary for the preservation of the former and which groups attach such signifi-
cance to the preservation of tradition at all costs and why? Ultimately, solutions
to these dilemmas can only be found by local women's movements struggling
to confront them in their own ways and on their own terms. Nevertheless, the
spread of right-wing nationalism and religious fundamentalism across many
societies has given M/omen yet another reason for seeking global collaboration
(Basu 1995: 19).

Accelerating economic globalization
A further recent cause for global concern has been rapid economic globalization.
As we saw in earlier chapters, capital has become increasingly foot-loose. TNCs,
for example, have become much freer to move plant, technology and goods
across the globe while fragmenting production operations between sites located
in different countries. In doing so they have remained relatively unencumbered
by global or state regulation. At the same time, competition for markets between
a growing number of industrializing economies has risen dramatically. Global-
ization has further highlighted the plight of women worldwide and the need for
co-operation by women's gřoups _ including across the North_South divide _

in order to construct forces capable of countering the power of mobile capi-
talism (Basu 1995: 19; Valdiva 1995). We discuss examples of such actions later.

J
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Figure 17.1 Women delegates assemb|e Íor the
world summit at Beijing, 1995

Neo-l iberal ideology and economic policies
Coinciding with economic globalization has gone the rise and spread of nei*
liberal economic policies. These have prioritized government spending and tar
cuts, the privatization of industry, the de-regulation of markets - includins
reduced protection for local industries and jobs - and the importance of creatirE
'flexible' labour markets. Supposedly the latter renders employees more etli.-
cient and cheaper even while the same reforms increase the power of capiur
over labour. Since the mid-1980s, the IMF and the World Bank have impose;
neo-liberal ,reforms, on many Southern countries as a condition for help ř
arranging debt re-scheduling and further loans. Such policies led to high*
foods prices with the abolition of subsidies, increased unemployment and wid-
spread cuts in welfare spending on things such as rural clinics aS governmenĚ
were forced to reduce their spending. Much of this has hit the poorer gÍouF:
hardest and a large proportion of the most disadvantaged consists of singl-
parent households headed by women.

Box 17.3 Women, health and global izat ion

The socio|ogy oÍ hea|th

sociologists argue that i l lness is not determined solely by biological or physical causes
Rather' |hey |ink the incidences oí diÍferent diseases to sucň factors as occupation'
income, gender and national ity Alternatively. sociologists have explored how patient
experiences are social|y constructed When doctors' faňi|y members iand patients them-
selves) develop certain expectations concerning the role of the ' inval id'. 

(cmt,d)
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dren and adult women in poor countries oÍten means they are l ike|y to receive |ess nutri-

tious Íood and are oÍten less wel|-educated compared to ma|es. Women are also SUbject

to spec f  c l -eal 'h condrt ons ar 's ing eitner from molherhood o'  lneit  exposu"e to soc'a ' ly
],nposecj conditons i rc 'ud.rg earý nar" iage dTd ma'e preÍererces Ío" aIarge Íami 'y '

Many consequences Ío|]ow but here a|e just three:

rEVe.yyeararound500000womenworldwidedieíromproblemsassociated
p'egnancY o'  chi 'obirth.

I l1e averaqe risk o{ sucn deaths arrong wornen ir "nany oeveloprng poor coLl}r;es

is o|le^ aboL,t 2OO tines greate" lhan Íor Worr]en ;n Norih Amer;ca or EUrope'

r Such risks are especia|ly high among ado|escent gir ls under 20 years oÍ age'

Globalization, women's health and the diseases of modernity

I CorrmJn|cab|e d.seases'  Ío" examp|e lhroJgn poor Water SJpp||eS'  i tInesses caJsed

oV in+ect ions'  parasites or maInut. i l 'on are SIoW|y dec||n'ng trtougl.o l t  nost oÍ the

cleveloping worio.

I l l lness caused by l i festyle changes associated with Increased smokrnq, the higher

consurnptiÓn oÍ Sugars' a|cohoi and drug abuse or greater SeXUa| promiscu|ty are

increasing ciramatical lY'

r The latter include various cancers, heaÍt diseases, strokes, cirrhosis of the Iiver and

AIDS.

r unti l  recently, women in developing countries have been much less l ikely to smoke

than men. But there is growing evidence that l lke their wesiern counterparts, their

cigarétte consumption is incróasing rapidly. In part, this is |jnked to advert]$ing

campaigns.

l Fulure rates oÍ lung cancer and otheÍ smoking.related diseases among Women are

thereÍore e/pected lo ;ncrease d,anatica||y'

Source ; 5rny11's ( 1 993)

PROTECTING HOMEWOR KERS

In combination, economic globalization and neo-liberal policies have weakened

labour,s bargaining po*". and increased economic insecurity ihrough the

creation of an ever lárgea casualized labour force - wor1dwide. Women are

certainly not alone in being exposed to these changes. However, they have often

taken tlie brunt of them' ň this final Section \^/e Sho\^/ how some women have

begun networking worldwide in order to counter their situation.
-Historically, 

women have always made a considerable contribution to

manufacturirig. But much of this has been hidden from view because many

\^/omen have řorked in tiny unregulated enterprises or in home\^/orking. The
,sweatshop' conditions typical oi th"r" activities leave much to be desired'

Under lrorneworkin g, veÍy low rates oÍ pay, poor, Sometimes dangerous,

working conditions, the nóed to meet employer deadlines and tlre absence of

legal ri[hts are all hard for workers to resist because they are dispersed and
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therefore find it difficult to organize. Work can easily be shifted elsenhere
Moreover, family poverty and the absence of alternative work - especiallr-f"m
rvomen with young children - makes workers dependent upon emplor-ers
Employers are also often able to reduce the costs of training the workforw
since in industries such as garment production girls often will have alreansw
received a basic domestic education in such skills within the family.

The growth of homeworking has been most pronounced in garment makiagi
Here, it has not been confined to the developing world but has spread n'id{m
across the cities of the North - often based on the employment of illegal immm-
grant workers (Ross 7997:1,3). Homeworking has also spread to other industrim
including carpets, shoes, toys, consumer electronics, auto parts and so rm
(Rowbotham 1993: 9)4). The retailers who sell on such goods increasing@
operate as 'hollow companies' (Mitter 7994:20) because they breakdown prodinc.
tion into numerous specialized work tasks and then subcontract these as r:affi
orders to integrated chains of firms across the world. These, in turn, then empkm'
millions of homeworkers. It has been the ability to attain greater producer flernr
biliý and to cheapen costs partly through the increased resort to homeworkirw
that has made it easier for retailers to compete successfully. Their power alsmr
enables them to earn very high profits by ptacing huge mark-ups on tfoe
imported price of the final products.

However, it appears that not all the cards are stacked in favour of thesw
powerful retailing companies. Their business strategy carries several rL<L'm,,
Probably the most serious stems from the fact that these goods mostly ca_rrM
designer labels much prized by consumers, and so they command high pricen
But, by the same token this exposes companies to 'potentially embarrassing
human rights violations'. They 'cannot afford to have the names of tLrm.
designers, endorsers, or merchandising labels publicly sullied lor be] emt',m-
rassed by revelations about the exploited labour behind their labels' (Ross 199flr
25). Thus, the public esteem in which a brand-name image is held is worth o
great deal of money. Increasingly, the various grouPs campaigning on behalr ď
women employed as homeworkers have sought to educate consumers into ti,rc
principles of ethical or fair trading.

while organizing homeworkers into trade unions at the point of producucnmr
is very difficult, persuading consumers to join boycotts against companies tbď
condone exploitative work conditions used by their subcontractors can h
highty effective. This was shown in the case of the of the partly successful 19{ffi'
campaign in the USA against the clothes retailer, GAP. Then, a coalition ď
university, consumer, trade union, human rights, church and other grolp
obtained the company/s agreement to impose and monitor codes of conducM
with respect to the labour conditions prevailing in one of its Central Amerien''m'
subcontracting firms (Ross 1997: 26-7; Cavanagh 7997:40-1). Unfortunate,lq,
GAP and other companies depend on such subcontracting relations with manmr
hundreds of similar firms in Central America and elsewhere and the 1g$ffi
campaign was unable to change conditions in these.

Feminist groups and some homeworkers themselves are also contributi:ry
towards fair trade and other campaigns (Boris and Prwgl 7996:6). Despite tlre
enormous obstacles they face, homeworkers have formed effective organizar.
tions in several countries and in some instances these have also engaged um
useful international networking activities. For example, the Internatior,,nfi
Labour organization (ILO) is an arm of the UN based in Geneva. Among othmI
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roles, it tries to estabrish worrdwide standards for the treatment of rr-trrrmg'while monitoring th^e conditions p;;ňl"g in different countries. At a coruřer..ence held in June 1996 under tn" á",|iá óf thu ILo, u., i,,i",.'ut.nal coa]rtiummlof feminists, trade unions, ho*"-oit"'s, associations, NGos and fair ťl.a.íreorganizations \ /ere successfur in obtaining the adoption of a new ILO Conr_en_tion for Homebased Workers. rra"".' Áo." work needs to be done in this area'.
*.'-;::T:'.i: J::9' 

ď Ela.Bhait, 
" i'"g"*- fi gh ter ro,. nom"-orkers, ri gh ts(SEWÁ),,h.-;;;ilx;: jn::J'".ffi |1J:[,á;'r*nl;. JJ;i.i

REVIEW

women's struggles havl mad; important contributions to the growth of anemergent global society from below - ones that increasingly;Lo individualsand groups together irrespective or ,-rutior-rut and curtuiar identities. Thewomen's movementsatisfies the primary criterion of u grouul ;o.ral movement,
il:*"i;;Ťť#;::r, 

There is.harďy uá.,,.rt,y in the w]orld where gender rela-
for this transformatix..::::1]I 

altered'by its impact. rvr".".""i,tnĚ time scale
havingt""''".,l-a."ň.l;::T"."'';ilť''il",Í;[l;1i:f ff Jffi:::$*","n:::partly because of its attractiv" p'.ti.ipuá.y forms of ň' iil; organization,and partly because .n.:':|Tl Ň 

9;ity;f .',,'*.,.l"Íiň,'"ň*"o the globaltransmission of positive images of wonien.
Like other social movements, the women's movement has been partly bornealong by its more 

".-,t::r,:",:"."1 "p;;;1. 
However; in common with othermovemenrs its expansion has arso been propelr"d by 

!*;r;;;i;" to respondto vast and sometimes,threatening ro..",; rá.. change. These appear to be encom-passing all the *".'o^:.]:labitařts, 
"'p".i"rry ,ii" r",,'*"íri.r,. u", perhapsthese global changes offer an 

".,".' 
g."át". cháilenge to *o*",'.partly, this isbecause the realitiěs of patriarchai;p";.;;;" and ei'onomic disaávantage facedby most \ /omen create-an almost 

""p*."a"r',,ed potential ro. rrr-rity of thoughtand action. However, the resourcer 
"lr..r""a 

witir grobarizJoir, especia'y thecommunication technologies, faster; easier travel, and with these the ever morerapid dissemination of ail kinds .í il;;';ge, also 
"ff* 

;";; particularly
::;Íll"''?x'.Ti*:'to 

benefit r..'" .n"."a experiences 
"";.il pooling of
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Bananas' Beaches and Bases, by Enroe (rse!),ls-lgt.meant to provioe an especia'y
.i:"jHff1ffi1'!To!:*"*1it i. 'itf áňd accessible and offers a useÍulway into

Miles's rntegrative Fenin2t1, Buitding Gtobat visions, 1960s-1990s, (1996) provides acrear' overail picture of the evorving tace of women,s thinking and actions worrdwide.Simi|ar|y, many of the readíngs in Women,s Rights, 
Iuman Rights,edited by Petersand Wo|per (1995), are excel|ent in disentang|ing the important subject oÍ women,s
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GLOBAL SOCIOL

Rowbotham is a centra| figure in the development oÍ feminist thought' Her 1993
Homeworkers worldwide, gives a lively and simple introduction to this topic.

srocxp Waťě€ * e. & &

1. students wil l read this chapter before the seminar. working in two groups and
drawing on the text, one group will compose a l ist showing all the feminist
directions and priorities pursued by women in the North since the 1960s and
other wil l conduct a similar exercise for Southern women. After hearing each
group's arguments the class wil l try to explain the differences.

2. Adopt the same procedure as in 1. While one group compiles a l ist of the
women's organizations and networks mentioned - and then tries to categorize
them under different headings - the other wil| assemb|e a picture oÍ a|l the
different ways various lGos have played some kind of role in facilitating globatl
Íeminism since 1945.

3. Four students will agree to prepare a debate around the topic, 'Northern womenn
have more to learn from their sisters in the south than vice versa'. After hearing
both sides each class member will give two reasons why they agree or disagree
with this proposition.

&elegří*ř}s řo ťfxďn& a&ge.ré a& * & & & & &..  E T ee * *a & & 8 e & * & * &. Č & & &.. .

1. what have been the constraints on women's actions and to what extent has
globalization provided opportunities for overcoming them?

2. Assess the relative significance of the uN and its associated institutions in
strengthening the wor|d Íeminist movement compared to other factors.

3. Drawing on case study material, assess the impact of recent worldwide changeo
in encouraging women to collaborate transnationally.
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